To this spot you must travel
To locate Clue 2
A court with no gavel
A net with no rinse

A

CLUE 1
TEAM 5

BIKING IS THAT EATABLE NOING THE DEFINE NO NO
YOU ELSE IS HIDDEN
To find the location of your next clue,
look at this message in a mirror
If you can't read backwards

M

CLUE 2
TEAM 5
somewhere on one of us.
Find your next clue
to be on a car.
of rubber is meant
The part of us that's made

The letter A

CLUE 3
TEAM 5

Within 20 steps of that number.
Your next clue will be hidden
trail. Look for your team number along the

The letter T

CLUE 4
TEAM 5
To find the location of your next clue, use the code below.

CLUE 5
TEAM 5

(The one closest to the only picnic table that is outside)

= "ll" + VI - "ll" + VI

Solve this Rebus puzzle.

CLUE 6
TEAM 5
Clue 7
Team 5

To find the location of your next clue, circle the letter that immediately follows an X.

Cross off all the letters in the word CAT.

Clue 8
Team 5
To find the location of your next clue, put these puzzle pieces together.

**CLUE 9**
TEAM 5

**FINAL CLUE**
TEAM 5

Take the 9 letters you’ve found so far and add the 3 on this clue (you’ll have to tear these 3 apart). Run to the pavilion closest to the washrooms and unscramble the letters to spell 3 words associated with October 31st. 1st team to complete this task wins!